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T he U.S. economy is like an overloaded, 
underpowered airplane bouncing down 

the runway. As it picks up speed it bounces 
a little, gets up in the air, then it comes 
down, bouncing again before catching more 
air. Eventually, as the throttle is mashed 
and the ground speed increases, physics 
will take over and the plane will rise into 
the air; slowly at first, then it increases 
altitude rapidly.
 In much the same way, the U.S. econ-
omy is bouncing along. It will eventu-
ally gain enough momentum to overcome 
the problems and bad decisions that have 
weighed down our economy. 
 A primary drag on our economy has 
to do with uncertainty. Uncertainty comes 
from new healthcare laws, activist execu-
tive branch regulators, and policies that 
pick winners and losers. When businesses 
don’t know what to expect there is a bias 
toward minimizing risk by conserving capi-
tal and deferring projects. 
 Stepping back and taking a rational 
look at the big picture, the pendulum has 
probably swung to the left as far as it is 
going to. We are approaching the current 

administration’s bell lap and the elections 
in 2012 are likely to shift the balance of 
power. The shift in power will, hopefully, 
tend to reduce uncertainty and eliminate 
drag on the economy. 
 As the economy begins to pick up, 
the oil, gas, mineral and chemical indus-
tries will see increases in demand. It will 
require the companies in these industries 
to respond; first by adding shifts, then 
by utilizing all the capacity they have, 
as efficiently as they can, then by adding 
capacity. In order to keep pace, companies 
will need experienced operators, maintain-
ers and support personnel. To capitalize on 
the rebounding economy companies will 
also need to be effective and efficient at 
managing human resources and increasing 
reliability of physical assets.
 There are some issues to anticipate. 
The same aging work force issues experi-
enced before the economic downturn will 
be apparent again. Except we’re now three 
years farther down the road; experienced 
workers continue to retire and the numbers 
of replacement workers have not kept pace. 
These issues will become apparent in pro-

duction reliability and labor efficiency. 
 So how do you prepare for the likeli-
hood that the economy is going to improve 
and there will be a need to increase produc-
tion and to obtain and retain great workers?
 Start now. Be prepared through posi-
tioning your organization by taking a good 
look at how well you manage your mainte-
nance program. Establish control and sta-
bility of your work management processes. 
Designing and documenting a good work 
management process takes a few weeks. 
Training people to follow processes can be 
done in a couple of weeks. It takes one to 
three years for people to routinely follow a 
process before it becomes common prac-
tice and perhaps up to five years for it to 
become the new culture. 
 Capture important data. Measure work 
management processes and physical asset 
reliability. Employ good leadership and 
management practices to recognize and 
improve processes and performance. Strong 
processes allow you to achieve high rates 
of preventive maintenance and predictive 
maintenance completion. This will lead 
to fewer unplanned equipment casualties, 

and therefore better equipment reliability 
and production availability. You also get 
the most out of your experienced workers 
before they ride off into the sunset; captur-
ing their knowledge and getting the most 
productive work out of your entire team. 
 Control and stability of work manage-
ment processes will reduce unplanned 
downtime and allow you to make signifi-
cant improvements in production avail-
ability. Production availability increases 
lead to higher capacity utilization and 
more revenues at lower cost; also known 
as margin expansion. 
 Good work management performance 
typically generates between 20-percent 
to 30-percent improvement in labor effi-
ciency. And don’t forget about building 
reliability into capacity expansion or new 
plant construction. 
 My crystal ball is telling me the orga-
nizations that anticipate and prepare for 
the coming business upswing will be glad 
they did.
 For more information, contact 
Tom Moriarty, PE, CMRP at tjmpe@
alidade-mer.com or (321) 773-3356.  •

ProGreen® 
Innovative Solutions
Field Specialties Inc. (FSI) is an 
environmental contracting company 
with the technology and procedures to 
manage high concentrations of VOC 
vapors. 

Tank Bottom Removal System
We also provide unique advances to 
removing heavy tank bottoms with little 
or  no slurry while treating the vapors 
without generating any waste.

The ProGreen® Vacuum Truck
The 1st All-in-One Vacuum Truck 
with Vapor Abatement
Pictured Below

Field Specialties Inc.
(409) 316-0235

Toll Free: (877) 311-7441
www.fi eldspecialtiesinc.com

ProGreen® means no liquid & carbon 
waste to dispose of after the job is done.

Services Overview

•  Tank degassing before and during tank cleaning 
operation

•  Degassing storage tanks, vacuum truck exhaust, 
centrifuges & marine barges

•  Vapor abatement services during 
plant turnarounds

•  Vapor control during product change-outs 
and strip & fills

•  Tank bottom and heavy sludge removal with 
vapor abatement

FSI Specialty Industrial Services
NO CARBON & NO DISPOSAL

ORGANIZATIONAL RELIABILITY AND 
PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION FOR 
CLIENTS THAT DEMAND RESULTS

Organizational Reliability Model© for Control & Stability and Proactive Reliability
  •Establish control and stability of work management processes 

  •Increase efficiency; know where labor, materials and contractor costs are allocated

  •Become a data-driven decision-based organization

  •Proactive reliability provides a systematic process for continuous improvement

Performance Optimization Model© for Implementation and Sustainment
  •Leadership focus and execution training to enable and expand professionalism and results

  •The Manufacturing Game® simulation experience for top to bottom strategic alignment 

  •Process design, documentation, training and measures for consistent performance

  •Expert facilitation and coaching to ensure rapid implementation and sustained outcomes

Offi ce: (321) 773-3356     Mobile: (321) 961-4306
www.alidade-mer.com         info@alidade-mer.com

Insight, advice and support for operations and maintenance excellence.

What does your crystal ball tell you?
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